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Yevtushenko brings history to campus
EJBy Andy James
Contribuiting Editor
When he came to lecture at UPS, Yevgeny
Yevtushenko, one of the premiere figures
of twentieth-century Russian literature, and
thereby all literature, wore a bright red
dress shirt and a loud floral tie. It gave him
a hint of the look of the roguish young boy,
so that even when professors were lauding
him and audience members clutched books
with his serious visage on the cover, he
looked like someone more interested in a
little joy than grave reflections of history.
Yevtushenko offered, in his April 21 lecture, both: he gave playful readings of, and
reflections on, poetry, but he also conveyed
the magisterial sense of the history through
which he had lived and in which he had
been a part.
Yevtushenko, born in Winter Junction in
Siberia in 1933, has been prolific in his
career: he estimated he has written over

100,000 lines of poetry, three novels, published two books of photography, and directed two films, one of which featured him
alongside Vanessa Redgrave. "I've written
some pretty contradictory stuff," he commented, "but you must remember that I've
lived through many eras."
Yet through all this, Yevtushenko has
found common themes, both in himself and
from Russian history. "All Russian poetry," he said, "is connected with history,
with political moments ... the main content
of a poet's soul is hidden inside his poetry,
because poetry is for the world."
Yevtushenko has certainly played his role
in history; he read his poetry from the
barricades to 200,000 people during the
aborted coup of last year, and he reported
that Gorbachev said that meeting
Yevtushenko and several of the writers
from his generation was a turning point in
his life.

Senate issues forth budget plan
By Mike McManamna and
Bruno Zalubil
Contribuiting Writer and News Editor
The ASUPS Senate will allow appeals to
the 1992-1993 ASUPS Budget this Thursday night at the formal Senate meeting at 7
p.m. in the SUB boardroom.
In its simplest form, the budget, which
was completed last week, is a single dollar
amount which the ASUPS Budget Committee has recommended that each organization receive from next year's total ASB
Revenues.
Each allocation amount was arrived at
through the budgeting process which began
over a month ago when various clubs, stu-

dent programs, and media on campus applied for ASUPS funds. Their line-by-line
requests and detailed explanations of revenues and expenditures were examined by
the Budget Committee (see page 3). Then,
the heads of the Programs and Media also
examined the proposals.
The recommendations were made based
on criteria such as student involvement,
leadership opportunities, and the amount
that the group serves the students and enhances student life.
Each group had a chance to appeal to the
committee. A second recommendation was
then made to the groups alter another interview.

Although he had kind words for American
literature and Western culture in general, he
offered some grave concerns about what he
called "the McDonaldization of Russian
culture." He urged the room of about fifty to
fight what he called "triumphant vulgarity,"
in all its forms.
There were many more reflections on history and society, and they came from an
authoritative source, but the le
was mostly about poetry, and her
even in another language,
Yevtushenko was in his element.
He lived up to the drama of his
attire by offering a gloriously
mournful reading of his famous
"Babii Yar;" after Professor
Barry Bauska read the poem in
English, Yevtushenko read it i
Russian, conveying his mear
through gestures and the o

see POET p

Faculty Senate members considered and
tabled a motion to establish a five-day final
exam period last week.
The motion was theresult ofarecommendation from the Faculty Curriculum Cornmittee, which is responsible for setting dates
for the academic calendar according to
guidelines approved by Faculty Senate.
The Faculty Senate's guidelines presently
require a four-day exam period at the end of
each semester.
According to Curriculum Committee
Chairperson Bob Matthews, the committee
has expressed concern that under the current final exam system, classes that begin
after 4 p.m. do not have a day during finals
week reserved for their tests and instead
must schedule final exams on the last day of
classes.
The lack ofa scheduled final exam day for
such classes, said Matthews, creates two
major problems.
First, students in these courses do not
have a reading period, which Matthews
believes is a "very important part" of the
final exam week.
Second, the semester is shortened for
students taking courses after4 p.m. A Tuesthy/Thursday course, noted Matthews, can
lose a whole week ofclass ifdays are not set
aside for a final exam and review for the
final.
Said Matthews, the committee decided
that if the final exam week is extended to
five days, "keeping at three exams a day,
we'd be able to fit in all the regularly
scheduled courses."
In an effort to accommodate all classes,
changes havebeen made in next year' s final
exam schedule. Instead of having three
tests each day, four two-hour final exams
are scheduled at 9 a.m., 12p.m.,3p.m., and
6 p.m., with the exception ofThursday, for
which only three finals will be given.
The change in the schedule was made,
according to Associate Dean John Finney,
because "the faculty wanted all classes to
have a final exam schedule."
Finney noted that while very few classes
are held after 6 p.m., there are a"reasonable
number" between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. However, he commented that all classes could
be accommodated in a five-day exam period with three tests given each day.
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WORLD
MEWS
Rival rebels fight in Afghan capital the day after its fall
AFGHANISTAN - War broke out in
Kabul, hours after victorious Muslim guerillas occupied the city. Throughout the
day, two rival rebel groups filled the virtually empty streets with the thunder of tanks,
rockets and rifle fire, replacing the
celebratory tatoo of flares and tracers that
had been launched in the night sky on
Saturday. Kabul is without any apparent
leadership, despite the announcement that
a security council had been formed for the
city. Residents stayed barricaded in their
homes, and shops were shuttered. Only in
the deepest neighborhood alleyways did
people venture forth gingerly to observe
the new order taking shape around them.
Two major Islamic guerilla factions are
pitted again each other now: Jamiat-iIslami, led by Ahmet Shah Masood, amember from the Tajik minority from the north,
and Hezb-i-Islami, led by Gulbuddin
Hekmatyar, a fieree Muslim fundamentalist and a member of the formerly dominant
Pathans of the south. Masood's forces have
joined with other Tajik and Masood fighters in a northern coalition. (The New York
Times)

U.S. is planning to ease its embargo on Vietnam
UNITED STATES - The Bush administration, keeping a wary eye on its rightwing opponents, is preparing to further
relax its economic embargo against Vietnam. Officials privately say the removal of
all restrictions on aid by non-governmental
organizations and on the granting of commercial licences for trade in "human need"
items, such as medicine and agricultural
goods, is likely to be announced shoitly.
However, the administration has made it
clear to the Vietnamese that the total lifting
of the embargo and Hanoi's full participation in international financial institutions
will have to wait until the issue of Amencans missing in action from the Vietnam
war has been resolved. U.S. officials say
that they will oppose any renewed European effort to offer Vietnam a bridge loan
during the semi-annual meeting of the directors of the International Monetary Fund
this week. If Vietnam is granted this loan it
would become eligible for IMF credit. The
World Bank and commercial banks also
could resume lending - a development that
would render the U.S. trade embargo on
Vietnam toothless. (The Asian Wall Street
Journal Weekly)
World News edited by Matthias Dezes

Civil trial on bombing of Pan
Am Flight 103 starts
UNITED STATES - With relatives of
those who died in the bombing of Pan Am
flight 103 crowdingaBrooUyn courtroom,
jurors heard opening arguments in the
relatives' lawsuit to hold Pan Am liable for
failing to prevent the attack. Forty months
after the explosion over Lockerbie, Scotland, that killed 259 people on a Boeing
747 bound to New York - and 1 1 people
on the ground—there are still many questions about the terrorist attack that need to
be answered by the United States District
Court over the coming weeks. The crucial
issue to emerge so far is a fundamental
argument over how much evidence there is
to support the contention of the Bush administration that the bombing was carried
out by Libyan agents operating from the
Mediterranean island of Malta. The United
States and Britain are seeking to prosecute
Libyan intelligence officials whose extradition is being sought under pressure of
United Nations sanctions. Pan Am's defense lawyers said that they will prove the
suitcase containing the bomb did not come
from Malta, as international investigators
have claimed. The plaintiffs' lawyers said
they will prove that it did. (The New York
Times)

Genscher, Bonn's foreign minister
of 18 years, resigns
GERMANY - Foreign Minister HansDietrich Genscher, who helped guide Germany to unification and waged a long campaign for closer ties among European nations, stunned Germany by announcing his
resignation. Chancellor Helmut Kohl
named Irmgard Schwaetzer, the Housing
Minister and a former aid to Genscher, to
be the new foreign Minister. Schwaetzer,
50 years old, will be the firstwoman to hold
a senior Cabinet post in Bonn. Gescher's
18 years in office, serving with both Christian Democratic and Social Democratic
Chancellors, make him the world's senior
foreign minister. His resignation takes effeet on May 7, but he will remain in Parliamentand is likely to continue to be influential in in the Free Democratic Party,
Germany's third party and thejunior partner in the ruling coalition with Kohl's
conservative Christian Democratic Union.
The leaderinParliamentofthe social Democrats, Hans-Ulrich Klose, called the resignation "the beginning of the end of the
Kohl Government." The 65-year old
Genscher did not specify his reasons for
quitting. However, he has suffered two
heart attacks and associates said he is increasingly concerned about his health. In
addition, he has been a target of growing
criticism from politicians and commentators who assert that he was losing his deft
political touch, something that made him
widely admired. (The New York Times)

Crimes on C.
Aiprrflll 2

uthi Airill 2

April 22

1:20 p.m.

A University staff member reported the
theft of a table from McIntyre Hall.

April 28

4:30 p.m.

A student reported the theft of the front
wheel to his bicycle. The bike was
locked in the SUB racks.
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Campaign Update
Clear victory for Bush, Clinton
in Pennsylvania primaries
By Matthias Dezes
Staff Writer

The Pennsylvania Primaries show that
the campaign has entered a new phase:
Bush and Clinton prevailed highly over
their party opponents. now, they are beginning to take front to each other. 77 percent
of the Republicans voted forBush, whereas
Buchanan gained 23. On the Democratic
side, Clinton ended up in front of Brown
with 56 percent. Tsongas, although no
longer in the race, won 12 percent.
Meanwhile, the rumors and suspicions
about Clinton's character have faded.
Clinton had fmally managed to put his
themes first on the media agenda: economic recovery, health care, jobs. Separately, Clinton has changed the tune of his
message. In addition to his high-profile
speeches, Clinton described himself as a
"government outsider". Thus, he took up
Jerry Brown's theme - and probably took
his votes.
The figures published by the New York
Times question the notion that Clinton's
campaign was ever severely jeopardized
by doubts the public had on his character:
Apart from the Democratic voters in the
New England States and New York, where
only between 38 (Massachusetts) and 49
percent (New York) of the voters stated
they considered Clinton being honest
enough to be President. Clinton's weak
showing in the New England States can
easily be explained: those are the States in
which Tsongas had the strongest support.
Massachusetts is Tsongas's homestate. In

the South and the Midwest, between 61 and
73 percent said they were convinced of
Clinton's honesty.
Probably, the picture that analysts have
or present from a candidate, depends on
what kind of question pollsters ask and
which answers are chosen to be published.
The Clinton-character issue became a frontpage subject after the Aikansas Governor
had swept the south on March 10. Suddenly, stories appeared about an Arkansas
law office taking benefit from Governor
Clinton. It insinuated that Governor Clinton
had abused his office in order to help a
marode business. Along with these stories
polls appeared in which democratic voters
said that they would notbe proud of having
Clinton as a President. Who would ever
have said four years ago he would be proud
of President Bush?
The latter is busy to out-fundraise the
Texas billionaire Ross Perot who said he
would invest a million dollars from his
private account. When Bush rallied 4,300
ofhis supporters for a "President's Dinner"
on the day of the Pennsylvania primaries,
his campaign account was by $ 8 million
richerovernight. However, until now,Perot
has done nothing more than announcing he
would mayberun. And the fact that the New
York Times put him on the front page twice
this week, does not give more substance to
his points.
Despite his lack of substance, Bush and
Clinton are watching out for Perol Malysts are already putting two and two to-

see UPDATE page 3

Pere ial
Excellence at the University of Puget Sound

Summer Session at Puget Sound enables you to enrich your education by
finally enrolling in that special course; stay on track for graduation by taking
one or two COUrSeS; devote yourselfto an especially difficult course without
the distractions of a full academic schedule; attend school while workingclasses are offered in six-week blocks of time with some scheduled in the
evening. Early registration for Summer Session opens April 13, 1992.

Summer Session 1992 Features
/ Courses in all disciplines.
/ Courses in all Core areas.
/ Courses which nieet prerequisites for classes offered next year.
/ Outstanding Puget Sound faculty.
Twenty-five percent tuition reduction.
VI

Work-study l)Ieference given to Puget Sound students enrolled in
Suniiler Session,

Tuition
Tuition is charged on a per unit basis in the Summer Session. For
Sunimer 1992, tuition is $1190 for one unit, $2380 for 2.0 units, and
$2975 for 2.5 or 3.0 units. A Unit is equivalent to 6 quarter hours or 1
semester hours of credit.

Admission
Students who are not matriculated at the University in a degree-granting
program may nonetheless register for Summer Session classes.

*Cnme Prevention Tip: Remember to safe guard personal belongings
during move out. Do not leave items packed in your vehicle over night.

Registration
Students may register in advance by mail or up until the first day of any
class. Early registration for Summer Session OCflS April 13, 1991
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The budget: a •bredwn
of

theAS UPS
This is an incomplete listing
Budget for the 1992-1993 academic year
which shows expected income, expected expenditures and ASUPS funding amount for
each group.

ASUPS BUDGET 1992-1993
INCOME

NAME

EXPENSES ALLOC.

ASB INTERNAL

351,000
ASI3 Fees
L4w School Fees
Invesunent Income
6,00)
Copy Machine
200
ID Cards

7,000
7,000
7,250

•.::1250

1,150

950

Van Rental
600
Microfndge Rental
Freshman Record 5,000
2,500
Publicity Office
Senate Projects

2,000
6,750
4,000
4,100
2,200

1,400
1,000
1,600
2,200

Senate Workshops
Elections Cmte.
Diversity Cmte.
Student-to-Stud. Scholarship
Student innovation Fund

2,000
500
750
2,700
3,000

2,000
500
750
2,7(X)
3,0(X)

Diversity Innovation Fund
Conferences
Club Contingency
General Contingency

2,000
15,000
5,265
21,060

2,0(X)
15,0(X)
5,265
21,0(X)

STUDENT PROGRAMS
Program Ops./Stipcnds
Cultural Events
32,850
Campus Films
11,880
Lectures
Popular Entertainment

7,420
50,700
22,300
34,560
20,000

7,420
17,850
10,420
34,560
20,000

Showcase
:SpecialEvents
Tours & Travel%
The Pizza Cellar

7,220
21,570
11,340
47,800

7,220
16,440
2,575
:15 1 800
13,575
8,040
18,240
8,675
35,890
15,900

5,130
8,765

32,000

STUDENT MEDIA

Professional Labor
Crosscurrents
KUPS
Photo Services
Tamanawás
The Trail

1,200
1,200
500
3,00(3
17,500

13,575
9,240
19,440
9,175
38,890
33,400

TOTALS

516,935

516,935 373,550

•0

a)
5)

0
C
>5

POET from page 1
language's beautiful rhythms.
Later, he offered, in the same way, a
joyous rendition of "The City of Yes and
the City of No," rushing through the room,
kissing ladies' hands and stretching his
syllables out into melodic tones. This was a
man, clearly, who knew how to work a
crowd, and he did so with the relish of a
little kid.
Yevtushenko spoke for a total of about
two hours (Professor Taranovsky reminded

* AsYouLikek
The 1992 Oregon Shakespeare Festival.

the audience of the Russian's taste for the
epic novel), and all through his message
was the same, as from one of his poems:
"the country of patriotism must be expanded
to the whole world."

UPDATE from page 2
gether: In a survey of California voters,
Perot is doing slightly better than Clinton:
32 percent of the questioned 1 ,395 registered voters would go for Perot, 33 percent
for Bush and only 26 percent for Clinton.

Separately, the Pennsylvania primaries had
one ofthe lowest turnout ofall primaries; a
meager quarter of the voting-age population. Further, Bush and Clinton did with
independent voters as bad as nowhere
else.Conclusion of an NPR analyst: this
might have been a hidden vote for Perot.
Since Perot might hurt Clinton more
than Bush, a commentator from the New
York Times has already discovered the
solution ofthe problem: "Democrats, adopt
Perot. He could be your Ronald Reagan!"

Campus Films Presents

February 26th through November 2nd.

FAM
ORM
We know you'll like it. A superb production of
modern playwrights and some of Shakespeare's best.
PACKAGES INCLUDE: Roundtrip airfare to
Medford • Two nights accommodations & taxes
One play ticket • Airport transfers • Festival
transfers • Special rates for extra nights.
For reservations call your travel agent or
Horizon Air at 1-800-547-9308.

4q*_

xwo

_7P41

HOLIDAYS
Prices are per person, double occupancy. Extra nights available Changes and cancellation penalticv
Prices are subject to change without notice Advance purchase availabi ily and other restrict ons apply

Special Show times!
Friday, Saturday and Sunday

6:00 and 8:30
Admission
$1 with UPS-ID, $2 without
All films shown in Mc003
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Cap'n Cyril swallows a tepid beaker full of acrylic resin!
EBy Cap'n Cyril
sturdy Saxon

Acros
1. double
4. a child's toy
6. a snake
road (abbv.)
Ling or Rock
thanks to Aristotle, Western culture
faces binary ______ in language
14. home
15."
,and _____,and
creeps in this petty place from day to day
to the last syllable of recorded time.."
17. entice
18. negative
21. epoch
geezer
chore
harsh biting sharpnos
Down:
crosspiece, lintel
New York (abbv.)
author of Childe Harold
5. chances
7. blod is thicker than
three sucessive nucleotides
resembling an opal in appearance
usually bearded old man
reed instrument
homonym for 'idle'
16. value
19. jinni
20.
of Patmos had some bizarre
apocalyptic fantasies
22. a lake fish
Egyptian sun god
Dungeon Master (abbv.)

.
------------------

Make yer own Cap n Cyril headline!
I Hey, if you live close to the ledge, have ever read

I
I
I
I
I
I

Hume, prefer to ring the bells for Mother's Day, or
hail from Patagonia then check the space next to
your selection for the last Cap'n Cyril headline! Or
make your own! Send your suggestions to:
The Cap'n!
The Trail
University of Puget Sound
1500 N. Warner
Tackytown, WA. 98416

emulates a 4th level psionic halOing!
clwcka a 60-gauge standard Foley catheter!
performs a state-of-tlw-art ultrasonic lithotripay on Sir Thomas
Mom!
a gawky, scraggly, whiskered, and frenetic Hungarian

PHIL'S A MARINER

climb, an 55-tonS high geodesic doom with tropical and
seasonal floral displays!
tumbles headlong into an underwater diorama!
stands befuddled before a bemused Bakunin!
engulfs a giant ball of Fhonecian silk!
skim a sea cucumber!
frolics with dryads, brownies, ASUPS senators, and other
woodland n'mphs!
berates a weeping Wisteria before a Quixotic tribunal!
finds the Mecca for throngs of wonen in gay spring toilets!

-

do

Cap'n Cyril:
- follows the initincta of moral rectitude!
- consume, sumptuous entreil,, ice,, and Nea,elrode puddings!
- heists in his own zeaty pesto sauce!
- oscillates between papal schism and cram hinastiam!
- grapples with a toxic Eurypterid from the late Silurian!
- recosmoitera the sordid herequen plantations of the Yucatiln!
- divulge, a tangy secret scant!
- exploits the geretic wealth of 9 African nations!
- forges a bold new approach to household trelallurgy!
- 'a bride atsipped bare by her baclelom even!
- warbles while leadings Spartan Anchoritic existence!

L______________
ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS
POTENTIAL 1ST YEAR INCOME

$40,000 +
Our expanding financial services organization is seeking inteffigent,
professional individuals who want to establish their own practice.
We provide an income subsidy while you build your business, an
extensive 3 year training program, professional office space,
secretarial assistance, a subsidized fringe benefit program, and
access to a product portfolio that is second to none. Ask your
placement director to see a copy of our publication A Sales Career In
Financial Services. If you desire to be in business for yourself,
and not by yourself, send or fax your resume to:
National Financial Services
Attn: Denny L. Erickson
2200 6th Avenue, Suite 700
Seattle, WA 98121
Phone (206) 728-4444
Fax (206) 7284514
SERVING WASHINGTON

SINCE

1888

The skipper and his
wife invite you to
party on the high sea.
Leaving from Old Towne Dock on
Sunday, May 3 at 5:30 pm for a 3
and 112 hour getaway. Food and
DJ on board. Price is $3.00.

Phil Good. Gwen Fishin.
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V iew from the 3rd floor
A limited view of
unlimited joy! Nature's
high! Ruskin!
EBy Heather Hopp

I

*

I,

Contributing Editor
Cars constantiy swished by to honk and
clatter at grumbling pedestrians with arms
full of bags and heads tense with stress.
Buildings loomed tall and close above, lurking for chances to spit soot and trash under
boiling skies of clouds. Men in briefcases
stopped to yell at frenzied suicidal bike
couriers while groups ofdimly clad teenagers blew smoke rings into the wet street. A
string of hateful protests scrawled on the
sidewalk in pink chicken scratches !ead to
a sweating, angry man standing on a crate
with a megaphone. Policemen ominously
swarmed around the group he had gathered
like a hive of angry bees, ready to storm.
Still the river of cars thrusted its way
achingly down the weary streets.
Quiet in the cacophony of the city, we
turned left to enter an unassuming if rather
beautifully built building, which beckoned
us in with its brightly colored marble pressing against massive walls of white stone
and blue windows. Busy digging in our
overprotected purses, we were too busy
until we reached the front desk of the Seattle Art Museum to stop and look around,
to stop and feel.
This is unfortunate because to stop and
feel in the Seattle Art Museum is to stop and
discover a different world. SAM is a world
in which strangers smile at you as they glide
under marble ceilings that float towards the
heavens, and if there be heavens they are in
this foyer. It was quiet yet buzzing with
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learned colloquium. Each visitor to the
museum that day was steeped in a solitude
of awe yet bounded with every patron that
shared the day with them; the people that
spend invaluable money and time for something as personally economically useless as
an exhibit share an unspoken respect for
themselves that propels them to appreciate
the beautiful.
Art. A really good natural high.
While clambering out of the elevator, the
third floor struck us immediately, grabbing
and pulling us towards a large metal sculp-

ticed something against the far wall that
captured our attention and swept us away
from the big clear box.
It was at that moment, still gasping from
the impact of the glass, we discovered Sherry
Markovitz's "Sea Bear," which was made
in 1990 from paper mache, wood, fabric,
and at least five gajillion infinitesimally
small beads.
"Sea Bear" was the head of a small polar
bear, not unlike a hunter's trophy. It had a
trusting, contented look in its black marble
eyes and upright ears that made it shockingly alive. But the amazing thing about
"Sea Bear" was that it was covered in its
entirety with strings upon strings of pearly
beads. The lines of strings swirled and
converged with each other in innumerable

"...the people that spend invaluable money and time for
something as personally economically useless as an exhibit
share an unspoken respect for themselves that propels them
to appreciate the beautiful."
ture of a horse in repose made from something that may have been areincarnated fire
exit. The horse was protecting the gateway
to the Joan and Morrie Alhadeff room,
whereexhibits by Northwestern artists were
contained.
We barely had begun to explore the merits of the horse when suddenly a large glass
box in the center of the room deflected us
almost against our will, tugging and whining. The box, once it drew us to it, revealed
a wealth of blown glass contents. There
were a number of flowing shapes lounging
upon one another lazily. They were a crystalline celebration in orange and blue; the
varied shapes, both small and large, were
permanent puffs of smoke seen in the colored light of prisms. Caught up in its glory,
we mentally began to dance in the reflections of the glass. Soon, however, we no-

patterns, all fitting together in a tight maze
that from afar looked like patterns of fur.
"Emotionally, Sea Bear is circular," said
the artist, "All the stuff on it is traceable to
significantwalks. Walks with my mother in
Florida, walks in Port Townsend with Peter, walks alone to find the "root" pieces at
Discovery Park. Walking on the beach is
such a drifting and wonderful activity. I feel
whole at those times, and quiet. The
beadwork is a lot aboutgetting quiet. Muted
colors. How pieces lay in the sand."
And as "Sea Bear" grows more and more
in the mind as an extraordinary creation, the
viewer begins to see these walks in the
twisted ramblings of the beads, and the
proverbial chasm between artist and viewer
is bridged; communication through a specific compilation of random material is
successful.

Once we ripped ourselves away from
Markovitz's masterpiece of unspoken journeys, we thoroughly perused a number of
internationally renowned Seattleite Mark
Tobey's works, including "Agate World"
and "Rummage," both ofwhich visited the
University of Puget Sound in the sixties.
Then we meandered across the hall to entef
two rooms filled with unspeakably old
works portraying a myriad of religious and
mythological themes. Jesus lay writhing on
the cross in a number of shocking mcdiums; saints and prophets somberly lifted
their eyes in dark array, and cherubs flew
naked and fat under stormy skies.
Italian Luca Giordano's huge oil on canvas, "The Triumph of Neptune," completely dominated the galleries where these
works were contained.
A little girl with long blond hair and a tidy
pink ribbon crawled onto the couch beside
me, looking in awe as I was as the burden of
baroque lay so heavily before us in a massive guilded frame. We sat together for a
contemplative moment, her seven or eight
year-old thoughts certainly no more int.riguing than mine.
"Where are they?" she asked, of the flying, swimming, and lounging nudes.
Good question. It certainly elicited the
proper emotions of space and
otherworldiness that a good deity painting
does, and waves splashedbelow the apex of
a scantily clad orgy, but other than that they
couldn't be geographically placed. Neptune sat on the throne of bodies, most of
them male, with an arrogant look on his
face and a three pronged fork in his hand.
His eyes looked omniscient and
condemningly focused on the human-like
clouds to his right. In fact, not one of the
many sets of eyes in the painting looked at
the observer, adding to the illusion that the
whole scene was outside, was undefinable
and somewhere else, and the observer was
to make no mistake as to be involved.

see MUSEUM page 6

Popular Entertainment presents

140

THE DADDIES
with Paisley Sin
Friday, May 1, 9 p.m.
Student Union Great Hall,
$5 w/ASUPS Card, $10 w/o

a

U

10

The Daddies play an unusual mix ofrock, funk,
jazz and swing. With influences from Cab
Calloway to Funkadelic to Aerosmith, they
combine a wide swath of styles to create their
highly danceable mix. Not surprisingly, The
Daddies have quickly gained a following
throughout the Pacific Northwest. With Paisley
Sin, this is a concert you won't want to miss!

AMY BRADSHAW
ALISON CREER
RHONDA FOWLER
JULIE GILMAN
LESLIE GREEN
ROD GREENSHIELDS
SANDI MILLER
TIM ROEPKE
PETER STENSETH
AMY TAKAHASHI
MONICA WELLS
JASON WOOD
DR. JIM WIEK, HONORARY
FACULTY MEMBER
Special Thanks to Bonsai Teriyaki
& Round Table Pizza
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Apparently, the girl became overwhelmed
by the immensity of the whole thing and
went to locate her mother. I, too, was overwhelmed and flight was appropriate.
After yet another journey across the hail,
we encountered the modern art exhibits, and
were engulfed in explosions of emotion and
color that contrasted remarkably well to the
precise glum of the preceding experience.
The world was bright and wonderful again;
the God of this room was light itself and
abstract happiness and springing emotion,
whereas the God of the last was fire and
brimstone locked in a fury of oil and bronze.
The range of faces that art has is astounding,
especially when two so different genres are
exhibited in juxtaposition closely together.
Ifyou have ever seen apicture ofa Jackson
Pollack painting you have not seen a Jackson Pollack painting. The Seattle Art Museum houses his nearly three-dimensional
1947 piece, "Sea Change," which at first
glance is a plethora of colors and paints
thrown together in either anger or
exuberation with a hand full of gravel here
and there. But at second observation, the
black and silver that dominate the painting
whisper, even start to yell, that they are
concealing something special, something
extraordinary, and that something is so essential yet unobtainable that it quickly becomes obsession to scrutinize the work from
near, then from far, to discern shapes in the
orgasms of fantastic color that lay hidden,
glimpsing occasionally out, behind theblack
and the silver screaming across the canvas.
Not to mention the fact that pebbles are
impossibly suspended in and around the
blackness, themselves aching to tell a story.
Two women of college age wearing a
black miniskirt and purple tie dyed jumpsuit
examined Pollack's invention first from the
front, then the side, then the front. Said the
one in thejumpsuit, "I am just fascinated by
the amount of paint that is on here." I was
also impressed by the amount of paint hanging before me, and I longed to see his "Number 3," which incorporates stung and cigarette fragments.
Near "Sea Change," a large metal square
approximately 6 feet tall hangs innocently
near the corner. It is Robert Ryman's 1981
"Associate," and it is white oil paint on
aluminum. That's it. A big slab of aluminum
brushed luxuriously with white paint.
"That's notart. I could'vedone that," said
a windblown girl with a bright spring dress
on.
"It's the artist scam," said heryoung mother
haughtily as they hurried away.
But the unfortunate pair didn't stop to
stand directly in front of "Associate." They
didn't feel the pure light, the radiance of
white that emanated from the piece and
covered the viewer with some sort of spintual kindness. It was the idea of the abstract
work, the idea of capturing pure light the
defines Ryman as an artist, not necessarily
the actual execution of the art.
He said, "It was never an intention of mine
to make white paintings. I don't even consider that I make white paintings. The white
is just a means of exposing other elements.
White enables other things to become visible."
What becomes visible in "Associate" is
the reiteration that art, and watching yourself become immersed in the beauty of sight,
is fun.
Continuing into the next room, which contained works by artists of the late 20th century, we turned the corner and stood for a
brief moment considering the merits of the
calm scene in front of us before we noticed
the artist. There, in an unassuming scrawl,
was the signature of Monet. Monet! Unable
to speak, I watched the light throw shadows
over the thick strokes of paint, straining
closer and closer until convinced that the
dream was real. To stand in front of an
original Monet, even such an obscure work
as "Fishing Boats at Etratat," to stand looking at a piece that an immortal had his hands
and heart on, is a truly indescribable experi-
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ence that can be likened only to the rush of
falling down a steep incline. Any voyage is
worth standing face to face with the
unreplicable workofa genius. Any amount
of speculation can never prepare the art
patron to confront the grandiose aura of a
Monet. There is nothing like it.
The third floor of the Seattle Art Museum also contains a moving photography
exhibit and a number of English porcelain
and silver antiques, but the museum closed
before wecould truly explore the possibiities of them. The second floor also holds
equally tantalizing exhibits of African and
Asian arts, but time constraints prevented
us from seeing these as well.
Art in any form, according to Ruskin, is
"the expression of one soul talking to another." If this is true, the third floor of the
Seattle Art Museum is a mingling of souls
that is arare and remarkable experience for
all who enter. As we left the buiding along
with those who had shared our souls, artists and patrons, for a brief few hours, the
invading scream of a car horn reminded us
that once again the world of stress and
anger that was forgotten in the oasis of the
museum was a reality. But the knowledge
that a place exists where the world fades
away to beauty buffered the knowledge
that the world tends to be disconcerting
made it easier for us to walk, glowing with
excitement, into the crowds of the city.
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Cloud 9 bends genders
By Sara Freeman
Features Editor
Cloud 9 directed by Sadie J. McNassar,
the fmal senior directed project of this
year, promises lots of laughter, lingerie
and libido. Carol Churchill's script is set
in Africa during the height of the British
Empire for the first act and in modern
London for the second act. Themes the
play probes range from the debate over
nature vs. nurture, sex and gender roles
and social constraints on the individual.
McNassar says the major theme is obvious: gender roles. "No matter what we do
we seem locked into what we learn. Our
society is still really entrenched in roles
that solidified during the Victorian era.
We do them without even knowing," she
said.
The content and language of Cloud 9, as
McNassar phrases it, is "adult." Several
characters are played in drag. Joe Combs
plays the typical British wife Betty, Erika
Olson plays her son Edward, Bruce Price
plays a four year-old girl in a pink dress
named Cathy. There are allusions to homosexuality and lesbianism. Several characters dabble in illicit affairs. There is the
affectionately termed 'orgy' scene that

also explores goddess worship. However, McNassar emphasizes that the plot
and languageare secondary to the themes
explored and issues raised.
McNassar says the actors have dealt
with the subject matter well. "Most of
them knew what they were in for," she
said. "Some of them were surprised, but
I would say that everyone has something
to do or say that could be embarrassing.
They can do it because they have a good
self image and a good sense of humor."
Another challenge the actors have been
dealing with is masteringa British accent. McNassar commented that standard British sounds easy and most people
can do some sort ofmock British accent,
but getting it all right is difficult. "The
vowel sounds are hard," she said. "There
are so many little sounds, it's hard when
you're trying to say complete lines."
Cloud 9 opens Friday, May 1 at 8pm
and continues Saturday at 2pm and 8pm.
Tickets are $2 for students and $3 general. The Inside Theatre's next production will be Les Liaisons Dan gero uses
by Christopher Hampton, which will
open next October.
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CRUISING
PROHLBITED?

Do. FUN ***MUSIC ooe LOYS OF IVI

SPLISH, SPLASH! WE'll BE
HAVING A BASH!
THE SKIPPER AND HIS WIFE INVITE YOU
OUT TO PARTY ON THE HIGH SEAS

Cruise on the Sound, leaving from
the Old Towne Dock. Boarding at
5:30 pm Sunday. Only $3.00
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Music, music everywhere
and not a drop to drink. UPS has been
the site of some great music lately, as
these photographs will attest. They would
attest better if they had a soundtrack, but
we have our limitations. Clockwise from
top right are:
Jonathan Breen playing french horn in
last Friday's Collage of Music at the

Pantages; Hui-o-Hawaii sways to graceful
island melodies—at the luau, of course.
Parents were watching, and they were
pleased; David Benoit leans into his piano
for some jazzy riffs during his concert with
the UPS Jazz Band; Random Chants pound
out that swaying, slightly post-Woodstock
groove.
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Thrift, t hrift, Horatio
A meandering
wander through a
store full of junque
By Eileen Ryanhead & Saraphina
Freemanhead
Delicately Opening Petunias of Feminist
Philosophy

a

They wouldn't let us take pictures of the
amazing amount of merchandise at the
thrift store. In a way, it was just as well,
since the spirit of gold lamé simply cannot
be conveyed through film.
'Way up on Sixth Avenue is the Salvation Army Thrift Store. Both of us are from
smaller towns, so the experience of the big
town thrift store has eluded us. Our fears
were assuaged as we made for the entrance
and were nearly bowled over by a Dee-lux
station wagon transporting several beer drinkin' women and a tribe of scrawny kids
(the colors were green, orange, and pink;
the designer: Omar the Tentmaker). Two
Schlitz Sisters opened the doors and stopped
the Dec-lux station wagon with their feet, a
third scrambled out over some kids and
stuck a block under a front tire. This made
us feel right at home and we went in to
scope out the goods.
Now, in a thrift store, there is crap, cool
crap, quality junque, goodbuysandFlNDS.
My personal favorites are cool crap and

qualityjunque. There were two pairs of gold
lamé and one pair ofsilver lamé high heeled
sandals ($2.50 each). On the men's rack, I
found a pair ofplaid wool pants that fit very
nicely ($3.50) and in the mattress pile was a
matching olaid double mattress ($15.00.
There were prom dresses from the 'SOs in
good condition and tailored for women who
are built like garbage cans with legs or
walking pool cues. The 'lOs held its own in
a dress with a lavender, velour bodice (spaghetti straps, of course), sheer cream skirt
and a light blue, floral print, quilted vest that
tied in the front. Ever present were the disco
shirts and ugly ties—good quality polyester
for a buck or two. Only in Tacoma.
Along the side wall were veritable testsments to decades past. Remember the game
"Oil King?" The box cover stated that the
main objective of the game is to control the
world or somesuch nonsense. The neat thing
about it was that there was a picture of a
square-jawed guy in a white hat on the box.
I always feel better when the patriarchy is
obtusely present. The absolute best was the
do-it-yourself wine kit for $3.00. It was
offered, intact, complete with a plastic barrel for "authentic aging."
I did find some good buys. At the thrift
store there was a slew of things like vases
and wooden salad bowls for decent prices:
$.50 and $3.00 respectively.
Freemanhead, on the other hand,
Freemanhead experienced good buys and a

FIND.
Indeed, buried among the women's coat
rack, which usually holds far too many
camel-colored coats or fake-fur extravaganzas, just waiting to be snatched up was
a TEAL GREEN wool coat in remarkable
condition. I tried it on and flew around the
thrift store in ecstasy (this would be
Freemanhead, not me), deeply perplexing
the Schlitz sisters. You see, I have been
wanting a green coat for quite some time.
This one had all its buttons, there were no
horrendous stains or holes and it was fully
lined. All of this for $4. And it matched my
tights.
All the same I was torn. There was a
funky red patent leather hand bag that was
still shiny and it went beautifully with a red
dress made out of some shiny material in a
style that definitely screamed, "I was a
choirdress in theearly '80s!!"
Yet it was still necessary to check out the
men's coat rack because I always fmd
countless wonderful blazers there. Vests
too. As you can see, thrift shopping is
under-rated. Since my freshman year of
high school my thrift expeditions have
yielded some amazing things: bracelets,
pendants, coats, vests, sunglasses, miscellaneous velvet items and hats, not to mention numerous costumes for plays.
The pull of the coat was strong and the
best thing in the men's section was a nice
herring-bone blazer. All said, one can find
herring bone anytime, but a green coat only
comes along once in a while. So the momentous decision was made. I had to buy

the coat. Then we noticed all clothing was
on a two-for-one sale. Eureka! Now we got
to pick out something free. Unfortunately,
it had to be apiece ofclothing, so Ryanhead
could not buy her neato vases or salad
bowls.
Inspiration struck us and we found the
most '70s of the ties on the limitless rack
and brought it home for our illustrious
editor. We went to the register to pay and
were being helped by the fish-faced manager when we discovered that the coat had
been marked down ... I paid $2. 16 fora wool
coat and an ugly tie. The adrenaline of this
purchase will lastat leasta year. This wraps
up the tale of my FIND and I'll return you
to Ryanhead for closing remarks.
If you're given to patience and have a
sharp eye, you'll find that thrift stores disgorge an amazing amount of useful, if not
entertaining items. In terms of clothing, if
you shop out of season, you can find some
good winter coats in the spring and vice
versa. I wouldn't recommend buying furniture at thrift shops, however. Couches
and tables can usually bepicked up at better
prices at yard sales. I have never found a
piece of furniture at a thrift store for which
I was willing to pay the store price. And
they usually stink.
The final surprise resource the thrift store
provided us with was updates on current
events. I had no idea that there was a
Preggers Barbie®. Apparently she has two
stomachs: One for housing offspring and
one for wearing a bathing suit. One of the
Schlitz Sisters read it in the Sunday paper.
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[Trai1 News Staff
The Loggers honored its athletes from all
21 intercollegiate sports at a banquet on
Tuesday, April 21St.
In all, the annual event brought together
450 athletes, coaches and staff of the University of Puget Sound athletic programs to
honor athletes for outstanding accomplishments during the past year.
Multi-sport athletes grabbed top honors
at this years' banquet as four year crew
member Eric Illston was awarded The
Ben Cheney Award as the outstanding
male athlete and Ronda Blair and Melody
Stanley shared the Alice Bond Award
for the most outstanding female athlete.

Illston was selected to the National lightweight development camp last summer in
Long Beach, California and went on to
make the Olympic Festival boat ant the
Canadian Henley light eight.

Classifieds
RACING BICYCLE for sale: Schwinn
Paramount, mint condition, very few
miles. 58 cm frame, Shimano 600 group,
Cinelli handlebars and stem, 2 sets of
wheels. $1100. Call Bob x3372 or 7526833.
SUMMER CASH... Juniors and seniors
needed for management positions in the
Seattle area. Please call College Painters.
(206) 525-7505.

Five blocks to chapel on beautiful N.
22nd. 4 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, family
room, dining room, 2 P plc., 2 car garage,
fenced, apple tree, garden. $950/mos.
Option possible. Call 1-935-3629.
HOUSE TO SHARE... $200 a month.
Includes utilities and phone. Call 3833426.
FOR SALE 6+ bedroom, 3 bath, 2
kitchens - home 5 blocks from U.P.S. $129,000 - call JoAnne Barnett - 5372726 - Windermere Real Estate.
Outdoor summer jobs with Student Works
Paining. No experience necessary. Good
attitude. Call Kevin, 756-4236.
FOR SALE: SHARP LAPTOP PC 4500,
dual floppy, Microsoft 1.05, MS DOS
3.21, with carrying case and battery
backup, plus Epson Apex 80
Actionprinter (dot matrix). ALL FOR
ONLY $525!!! Call Barbara@ 572-7116.
ADVERTISE with Trail Classifieds. It
only costs $2.25 for up to 15 words. Each
additional word is 15. Interested? If so,
mail what you would like your ad to say
along with a check payable to the UPS
TRAIL to "The Trail Classifieds, 1500 N.
Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416." You may
also drop your ad and check in campus
mail or bring them to the Trail office
across from the Pizza Cellar.
________ Commencement 'Bay
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As a member of the women's swim team,
Blair was the individual champion in the
200IM in 1991 and finished second in 1992.
Blair is a four-year All-American. Stanley
helped the Logger softball team reach the
national tournament last year, compiling a

11-2recordin 1991 anda0.951 ERA.
Other award winners included Logger
cross-country captain Matthew Ellis, who
won The John Hemrick Award for the
most inspirational athlete. The women's
award for most inspirational athlete also

went to a cross-country runner - senior
Anne Grande. Grande was an All-Ameri-

can in cross-country for 1989 and 1990.
Rodney Emmons, a sophomore two-year 49
starter on the Logger football team, won

Cozy Fireplace
752-81 75 (till 9pm)

see AWARDS page 9

Get
anoffier
month Off
dils
summer.
No, we're not giving you your own personal time
warp so you can finish perfecting your tan lines. But when
you pay for three months' storage at Shurgard, you get the
fourth month free. Which is almost as good. Because when
you go home this summer, you won't have to h'y roping your
plaid sofa and dayglo bean bag chairs onto the back of your
mountain bike.
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Private Full Bath
Bay and Mountain View
[4.......JRelaxing Hot Tub
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Highland Hill
801 North Mildred
564-2700

Sprague
1235 South Sprague
383-3903
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AWARDS from page 8
this year's Tim McDonough Award for

Logger s oftball gearing up for districts

courage and dedication to Christian

By Eric D. Williams
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member Bessie Windecker won the

Sports Editor

The Puget Sound women's softball team
will be defending its district 1 title this
weekend, May 1st and 2nd at Peck Finid.
The Loggers will be the number 2 seed, and
will play number 3 seed Simon Fraser at
11:00 a.m. on Friday.
As the number one seed, Pacific Lutheran
earned a bye.
On the season, the Loggers split with
Simon Fraser 2-2. So you can bet that Puget
Sound coach Robin Hamilton will be expecting a battle this Saturday.
"This is very much a three team tournament," said Hamilton. "Simon is a very

V
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award for courage and dedication to C
ideals.
Tim Herron, a sophomore triplejumper
for coach Joe Peyton's track and field
team was awarded this year's Harry
Webisky Award for scholarship, skill
and determination. Herron is a 3.87
GPA student, and a three time Dean's list
member at Puget Sound. Leslie Ota won
the Women's award for scholarship,
skill and determination with a 3.82 GPA.
Ota is a two-sport athlete and was selected

I

-

to the 1991 All-America second team in
volleyball.
And garnishing The Dill Howell Award
for themost improved athlete was football and track phenom LaMoin Garrard.

CD

II needs the offensive power of third basewoman Tara Brown to 2et to Nationals.

tough test right off the bat. They have a very
good pitcher and hit the ball well."
The winner of the Logger-Simon Fraser
game will meet Pacific Lutheran at 1:30
p.m, with the winner advancing to the championship and the loser dropping down to the
losers bracket against the loser of game 1 at
4:00 p.m. on Friday.
Comprende? If not,just go to the Loggers
first game at 11:00 a.m. and follow along
from there.
In last year's NAIA district 1 tourney at
Pacific Lutheran University, the Loggers

Garrard was an all-CFA selection at
slotback in football and won the District
one decathlon title amassing 6456 points.
Women's crew member Allyson Jones
•h. XT,,....,..,.'

4',...

earned its first district 1 softball title with an
8-7 win over Pacific Lutheran University in
the district 1 championship game. Lastyear,
like this year, the Loggers were the number
2 seed in the tournament. This year they are
hoping for the same results as last season.
"It going to be great," Hamilton said.
"The key to our game is solid pitching and
defense. Our offense will come with that.
The championship game is scheduled for
Saturday, 12:30 p.m. at Peck Field. That
game will determine who will advance to
the Bi-disthct tournament tourney on May
lthand8th.
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ICC offers many transferable
college courses in subjects like Math,
Science, English, Business, Computer
Science, and Humanities.

When it's time to
pack up and go home....
We

Getting your stuff home doesnt have to be a
hassle Well pack and ship it all home for you
From bicycles to computers—shipping small
loads is our specialty. Or pack it yourself.
We offer a complete line of professional
packaging supplies—from filler and tape to
just the right size boxes. Call us now and
your stuff will be home before you are

can

help!

Custom crating and packing
Shipping from 1 to 1.000 poundsincluding overnight delivery
insurance to $100,000
Free pick-up for 5 or more boxes
Packaging supplies-boxes, tape, foam
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Remember kids! Get yer letters in! Last time!

Fidelity pertinent to
election criteria

&aff &litoriai

King decision sparks justified rage
The police officers America saw in grainy videotape beating Rodney King as he lay on
an L.A. Highway were found not guilty. Not guilty ofbeing unjustified in striking Rodney
King 56 times with their billy clubs, after shooting him twice with a stun gun, and
handcuffing and anklecuffing him. Those two negatives, of course make a positive. That
in this country it is acceptable to beat an unarmed and helpless man if you are a cop and he
is not. Do not say that perhaps thepolice officers wereafraid. Let us assure you that Rodney
King was a good deal more so. Do not say that after the high speed chase Rodney King
deserved every stroke he got. Can we blame a black man forracing down the highway when
he sees cops? We havejust seen a situtation where a black man was cuffed on the highway
and beaten repeatedly by four officers while others stood around and did nothing. Can you
blame this Rodney Kingfor running in thefirstplace?! We mustpoint out that the fears and
suspicious black people have towards police officers and other supposedly righteous
authorities in their world might be more justified that previously thought. Do we doubt,
now, that racism is not dead in this country?!
We at the Trail do not believe, ofcourse, that white people are the problem. They are not.
People of authority (often white) who do not pay attention to the problems and realities of
being a black person in America are the problem. Also the problem are people who have
sat back and ignored the complaints people ofcolor have cried to them. Did America think
black people were paranoid when they complained of black men being pulled over for no
reason all the time? ! Did America think they were kidding when they said people in
America were still racist? Did they think they were reactionary when they suggested
Rodney King would not get a fair trail if it were moved to a predominantly white, uppermiddle class community? Did they think black people were so stupid they did notknow the
world in which they lived was still against them, still racist?! Did they?!
We think that perhaps America needs to decide if it really b'lieves in Justice for All.
Perhaps we only believe injustice for whitepeople, oratleast,justice which is not in support
of people of color. Perhaps we do not believe in justice for black men who are afraid of our
good guys, the police officers. In short, perhaps we do not believe in a justice which says
the rules are the same for good guys and bad guys. Perhaps this is what we believe. We at
the Trail sincerely hope not. We have tried, through editorials, through our admittedly
liberal tendencies to demonstrate that this world will not improve simply because we close
our eyes. Let's try a new tactic. Let's open them. Only this time, let's do it before juries
can hand down not guilty verdicts to cops who strike an unarmed man 56 times.

To the Editor:
In last week's Trail, Maria Kolby argues
that the marital fidelity of political figures
is of no concern to voters.
It is my beliefthat a candidate's fidelity is
extremely important, and should be public
knowledge. It hardly seems logical to asseil that being unfaithful is good. Yet some
would have us accept thefallacy that"many
fme presidents were unfaithful; therefore,
unfaithful presidents are fine." One can't
help but wonder ifthese people believe that
being unfaithful enhances one's leadership
skills. I truly hope this is not the case.
Perhaps we should not differentiate between the importance ofa candidate's infidelity and, say, a candidate's desire to molest small children, as some would ask we
do by overlooking such "trashy, inconsequential and hurtful subjects" and instead
focusing on "the issues at hand." If a
candidate's marital fidelity does not affect
the issues at hand, then neither does anything else the candidate does in his private
life (whether it be beating his wife, bouncing checks, or getting high).
Since when did cheating on one's spouse,
and disregarding the sacred marriage vows
"Till death do us part" become fashionably
and morally acceptable? Although today it
seems that society can overlook such instances in a candidate's past, there are still
people out there who value true commitment (whether to one's spouse or to one's
country). And while the fidelity question is
justone aspect of the candidate's character,
it invariably tells us something important
about the candidate. Marriage is one of
life's most important and binding agreements; one's trustworthiness and character
depend on abiding by it. I do not want
someone leading our country who stoops so
low as to disregard the marriage vow. What
respect does someone who feels free to
commit adultery place on keeping and oat
(whether itbe on marriage day or inauguration day)? It could very well be that how a
candidate acts away from TV cameras is
who she or he really is. And that's information we cannot afford to miss.
While I believe that it would be tragic to
continuegivingunfaithfulcandiclatesawink
and a nod saying "you're only human," I
understand that some people, such as Mrs.
[sic] Kolby, may feel differently. So,
whether or not fidelity is really a "nonquestion" should be left up to the vary
people deciding on the candidate—the votem. The question: "How important is
marital fidelity?" is truly a personal one and
must be answered individually. As soon as
society feels that it is altogether unnecessary even to report such information, I will
be sorry to be an American.
Chris Cowen.

Rock House speaks
To the Trail:
We at the Rock House would like to take
a few minutes to thank you. Your article
about the new theme houses on campus
gave us, as well as the Tocquevile House
and the Women In Science House, the exposure we needed to the people of this
campus who will be key in making our
theme houses successful!
We at the Rock House have many ideas
that will hopefully grow into successful
projects in the near future. Campus and
community involvement are the most important factors in our success. We will do
our best to feature music that will stimulate
and expand the appreciation of different
styles of music to everyone who participates. If anyone has any suggestions, is in
a band, wants to be in a band, wants to be on
our mailing list, or just wants more information, can call myself or Charlie Jones at
756-4380. We appreciate the exposure and
are looking forward to next year.
Thank you,
Colin Robinson
Founder, Co-president of the Rock House

Absence of Formal
photos explained
To Whom it May Concern:
As the school year is almost over, some of
you may still be wondering where your
pictures from the SpringFormal are. Due to
circumstances beyond our control, we, The
Special Events committee, have run into
great difficulaty in dealing with our photographer. Despite repeated attempts by
the school to contact the photographer, he
has not returned our calls or letters. We are
in the process of filing a formal complaint
against him, but it is unlikely at this point
that the matter will be resolved before the
end of the year. The Special Events committee sincerely apologizes to everyone
who ordered pictures for an inconvenience
or trouble that this may have caused you.
We are doing everything we can to get this
taken care of as quickly as possible. If you
have any questions in regards to this, please
contact Jennifer Shepard at x3380.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Shepard
Special Events Chair

renections on
especially if

Question of the week: What Advice would you offer to the Incoming Freshman Class?

(I)
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Dave Bloom: 'Dont be concerned with
how you smell. Just be certain to shower at
least once a week and if you can't do that,
buy a hat."

Don't be tj hard on yoursclf andtry to
remember [that] these are among the four
best years yet."

Jonathan Schneider: "Whatever the
Administration tells you, geta second opinion, preferably [from] Bill P
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Videotape of rape not evidence to convict?
respondents who blamed domestic abuse
on a system that puts too much pressure on
a man to pay exorbitant child-support payments, accusing the system of favoring
whoevergets thechildren (usually the wife)
and leaving whoever doesn't (usually the
man) to foot the bill for the child's (and
spouse's) lifestyle. They were, of course,
referring to the man who chopped up his
children with an axe.
ARE YOU KIDDING ME?!! Seeing as
awoman's standardofliving drops through
the floor after divorce and a man's rises by
a substantial amount, seeing as a majority
of people on welfare are single parent
families headed by women, I would deem
these statements ridiculous. But even if
they were not, ultimately the question becomes,does financial hardship excuse beating the shit out of someone else? Do
frustratedbusiness ventures allow a man to
go home and kill his children? And if
economics are the problem, how do we
explain the fact that battered women are
not always poor or uneducated? Rich,
college-educated women are abused too,
y'know.
I would suggest that the problem is in our
society's portrayal of men and women's
relationships in every medium available.
How many sex scenes has the average
American seen where the man and woman
are engaged in a massive argument and he
reaches out and kisses her and the next
scene is their clothes lying all over a bedroom? Hell, I've seen plenty where the guy
actually gets violent and they end up haying the best sex ever. (see Gone With the
Wind, which, while being one ofmy favorite movies ever, has some serious flaws,
especially in the Scarlett and Rhett get
drunk and he tries to squeeze herbrains out
and then they screw and she is a tamed

my face and throw me down stairs and
break my bones?" In short, my friends,
since when does saying you love someone
give them ownership rights over you? This
is the point that Geraldine Lloyd makes in
her comments in Backtallc "Loving someone doesn't mean you own them." And she
is right.
Love does not turn a person into a dog, a
pet, a laboratory test animal. Trying to
dominate and force a partner to do as you
wish is not an experiment in love. It is a
demonstration of hatred. It is a demonstration ofpower and control. And I am so sick
and angered reading about rape and abuse
in the papers. Isn't anyoneelse sick to death
of the violence so intrinsic to our society
that it infiltrates even the supposed protection of the family? Why are so many ready
to look away from how sick it is to smack
someone when they aren't saying what you
want to hear? I am asking you, my readers
and the public. WHY WHY WHY do
American women get beaten up by their
supposed protectors at alarming high rates.
And why are so many people not as angry
about this as I seem to be?! These are
women. These are Human Beings. And I
refuse to believe that my anger is a bad
thing or a sign of a hysterical person. For
god's sake, why is it considered so threatening to say "I'd just like people to stop
raping and beating up their spouses and
mates!"? For once in my life I'd like to read
the police reports and not see a woman
being abused or raped or having someone
attempt to rape her. For one day I'd like to
see the rape relief centers and the battered
women shelters empty of everyone except
the counselors.
And the answer to how to do this is not
what so many suggested in the Backtrack
article. Numerous were the numbers of

Jby Maria Kolby
Opinions Editor
I was calmly sitting in my Feminist Research Seminar class. We hold it at each
other's homes, so I was sitting on a couch,
chatting and eating chips and salsa and
drinking a hot mug of Peppermint tea. I
hadn'tread the paperthat week so I wasn't
surprised when one member of our group
pulled out a photocopy of a few recent
articles in the Tacoma News Tribune that
I hadn't seen. One was the story ofa man
acquitted of the charge of raping his wife.
Theotherwas afew daysearlier, aBacktalk
article of people trying to explain the reaSons behind domestic violence. I finished
the articles sobbing (as the women in my
class can attest.) They were tears of sorrow, certainly. There was deep sorrow for
a woman brave enough to actually try
convicting her husband of rape and then,
after a videotape of her husband tying her
to a bed, gagging her, slapping her, and
screwing her was shown, having the jury
come back in under an hour and label the
entire incident a "sex game." There was
sorrow for the woman many of the people
in the Backtalk article were alluding to,
who watched the father of her children
hack them apart with an axe. But under this
sadness was fury.
It is 1992. And goddammit, I want to
know when a woman will be able to marry
without having to fear that if her husband
turns into an abusive asshole she will be
able to be truly safe. And I don't meanjust
with too few centers with too few beds to
stay in for six weeks, I mean with court
laws and jail sentences andreal protection!
What is it about saying "I do" for women
that means "I do agree to allow you to
screw my brains out anytime you feel like,
in anyway you feel like?" Since when does

woman scene). Why is that? Why do
violence and sex so often have to be intertwined on ourT.V. and movie screens? And
why is this violence so often done to women
by men? I mean, if violence were the only
thing needed to make a scene with a man and
a woman sexy, why can't Scarlett try to
squash Rhett's head? Why was Thelma and
Louise so infuriating to so many people if
mere violence is the key to interesting or
sexy movies, and not violence done by men
either to other men or to women?
I don't have any answers the for my
questions. I do know that I want women to
be safe when they go home to their families.
And I do know that I want courts that won't
agree that marriage vows mean ownership
till death do us part, even ifone spouse helps
the other to the final parting. Oh, and besides
wanting tnhear from you, the reading public, your anwers of why domestic violence
occurs (I am serious, even if it's only a line
or two, and not necessarily to be printed, but
justbecause I really want to hear), I'd like to
know why it is that I will undoubtedly be
getting some letters from men who will read
this article and be completely offended.
Don't men want to see an end to domestic
violence, too? Don't they have to admit that
the majority ofdomestic violence situtations
occur with men being the abusers? To stave
off what I believe will be the response to
these questions, I will say that I really am
aware that women abuse their children, that
not all men abuse, that not all women are
abused, that men are marvelous wonderful
creatures. This does notcontradict my cornment, however, that while this may be true,
TOO MANY OF THEIR SEX HAVE AN
ALARMING PROPENSITY FOR VIOLENCE!!!
Once again, thanks for listening. And
please write back.
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The Puget Sound Trail

April 30, 1992

It's College N*1 ht
at Longacres Parkl
S

[JUG

Fri*da)F, May Ist...
Show your college I.D. at
the admission gate, and
receive FREE admission to

Longacres Parkl,
Gates open: 3:30 pm/First race: 5 pm
For more information call 226=3131
Directions: Exit 1 off 1-405 (1 mile east of Southcenter)
No bottles or cans allowed.
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FREE PARKING
COUPON
(Save a buck for tuition)
L

Good 511192 ONLY.
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FREE PROGRAM
COUPON
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(Save another one...) '
Good 511192 ONLY.
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